
                                               

Sewing Case 

 

Outer piece – 11” x 7” 

Inside lining piece – 11” x 7” 

Left hand pocket – 5 ½“ x 7” 

Zipped pocket – 7” x 7” and 3” x 7” 

Inner spine – 1 ½“ x 7” 

Closure tab – 7” x 2 ½“ 

9” zip 

Wadding – 12” x 8” and 3“ x 2 ¼“ 

Interfacing – 11” x 7” 

Velcro – 1 ½“ piece 

Binding – 2” x 40” 

Felt – 2 pieces 6” x 4” 

 

 



Prepare the pieces 

Iron the interfacing onto the wrong side of the outer piece. 

Fold and press the left hand pocket piece in half, wrong sides together, so it measures 5 ½ “ x 3 ½ “. 

Fold and press both pieces for the zipped pocket, wrong sides together, so they measure 3 ½ “ x 7” and 1 ½ “ x 7”.  

With the inner spine piece, fold and press both long edges under by ¼ “ so the spine now measures 1” x 7”. 

 

To make the zipped pocket  

Lay your zip closed, with the zip pull to the left hand side and get your larger folded zipped pocket piece and pin it to 

the bottom side of the zip, with the folded edge against the zip.  Using your zipper foot sew along to attach the fabric 

to the zip.   

 

Do the same with the smaller piece, again having the folded edge against the zip. 

 

I then did a second row of stitching to make it more secure. 

 

 



To make the left hand pocket 

Fold the inner lining piece in half and press, right sides together, so your piece measures 7” x 5 ½ “.  Layer your 

wadding with the lining piece (right side up and opened out) and then place the left hand pocket, with the fold at the 

top, to the left hand bottom side.  The right hand side edge of the pocket should match up to the fold you just 

pressed into the middle of the lining piece.  Mark your sewing lines on the pocket.  I marked mine from the right 

hand edge, 3 lines at 2 ½ “, 3 ½ “ and 4 ½ “.  Sew through all layers to create the channels in the pocket. 

 

 

Attaching the zipped pocket 

Line the zipped pocket up with the right hand side of the lining piece, with the zip pull at the top of the lining piece 

when closed.   

 

Pin in place and then gently open the zip to about halfway, so you can sew across the ends of the zip, through the 

lining and wadding to seal off the ends of the zip and hold the pocket in place.   

 

 

 



Trim all around the lining piece and cut off the excess wadding and pieces of zip. 

 

 

Attach the inner spine 

Take the inner spine, with the long sides pressed under and lay it down the centre of the lining piece, covering the 

edges of each pocket.  Top stitch it in place down each side. 

 

 

Make the closure tab 

Fold the closure tab fabric in half and press so it measures 3 ½“ x 2 ½“.  Place your piece of 3” x 2 ¼“ wadding against 

one half of the tab on the wrong side of the fabric and up against the fold in the centre. 

 

 

 

 



Turn the tab over and put the softer side of the Velcro on the right hand side of the fabric about a ¼“ to ½“ down 

from the fold across the middle.  Stitch in place through the wadding.   

 

After attaching the Velcro fold the tab, right sides together along the pressed seam and sew down both sides, just 

catching the wadding in the seams.  Trim the corners and turn right side out and top stitch round all 3 sewn sides. 

 

Attach the tab to one short side of the outer piece by laying the tab velcro side up. 

Attach the other piece of Velcro to the opposite side of the outer piece.  Measure in from the edge 1 ¾“ and place 

the Velcro  along that line and sew down. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Making up and binding 

Lay the lining piece with pockets and wadding attached face side down and place the outer piece with Velcro and tab 

attached face side up on top of it.  Pin in place.  Sew over the stitching along the inner spine and this time go through 

all layers.  Make sure your zip is opened halfway, so it doesn’t get in the way and then sew your binding to the outer 

piece all the way round.   

 

When finished, turn the binding over to the lining piece and hand sew down. 

 

Attaching felt for needles 

Take the 2 pieces of felt, mark down the centre of them.  With your needle case open, lay both pieces of felt across 

the spine and centre them.  Sew through all layers to attach them to the spine. 

 

 

 

 


